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January 19, 2022 
 
Dear Dr. Angela Maria Bedoya Vargas and Major General Jesùs Alejandro Barrera Peña:   
 

Re: Alert regarding the expansion of illegal mining and grave violations to the 
human rights of the Resguardo Indígena de Origen Colonial Cañamomo 
Lomaprieta; and Colombia Constitutional Court Decision T-530 of 2016 (Dec 3, 
2021) 

 
We the undersigned international and national non-governmental and academic organizations are 
extremely worried about the lack of implementation of the orders of Colombia’s Constitutional 
Court Decision T530 of September 2016.1 We are writing specifically about the lack of effective 
closure of those mines operating illegally within the polygon of the territories recognized by the 
National Land Agency (Resolución 4363 of August 6, 2018) as the ancestral territory of the 
Resguardo de Orígen Colonial Cañamomo Lomaprieta, which is undergoing a long and 
protracted process of delimitation. 
 
As long-standing allies and partners of the Resguardo Cañamomo Lomaprieta in their efforts to 
uphold their internationally recognized rights with regards to their collective territory, self-
determination, autonomy, and free, prior and informed consent among others, we are sharply 
aware of the violent effects produced by the ongoing operation of ‘illegal’ mines in the 
Resguardo. Namely, those mines (a total of 22) identified in the mining census ordered by the 
Court which was completed October 2017, that followed neither the Resguardo’s normative 
framework around ancestral mining recognized by the Court, nor do they have a state issued 
mining title. The violent effects produced from non-closure of these mines include:  
 

a)    ongoing risks to the lives of the Traditional Authorities of the Resguardo, who have been 
threatened at gun point by at least one illegal miner trying to prevent the Traditional 
Authorities from asserting Indigenous jurisdiction. According to court records, the person 
involved with these events is allegedly involved with the murder of indigenous leader 
Fernando Salazar Calvo on April 7, 2015, and is one of the illegal miners who today 
exploits the territory and enjoys the protection of the municipal mayor's office, which has 
refused to implement the closure measures ordered by the Court;2  

 
1 https://www.corteconstitucional.gov.co/relatoria/2016/t-530-16.htm 
2 As indicated by the Superior Court of Manizales, Criminal Decision Chamber, Judge Rapporteur: GLORIA LIGIA 
CASTAÑO DUQUE, Approved Act no. 1240 of September 30, 2021, with reading made on October 20, 2021 
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b)  an increase in hate speech against the Traditional Authorities; and  
c)  continued undermining of Indigenous authority and unity as those illegal miners who 

continue to operate create chaos within the ancestral mining community in their attempts 
to rally anti-Cabildo support. 

 
Unfortunately, the current mayor’s office of Riosucio is putting at further risk the rights the 
Court ordered be protected, fanning the potential for a further escalation of violence, as detailed 
in the Alert issued by the Authorities of the Resguardo Cañamomo on December 3, 2021 (see 
annex below). The mayor’s office is actively encouraging those miners who reject the Cabildo 
authority to continue with their processes of formalizing their mines. Yet this stance goes 
explicitly against Decision T-530’s orders and violates constitutionally and internationally 
guaranteed Indigenous rights. Indeed, the Constitutional Court expressly ordered that the 
National Mining Agency (ANM) “suspend the processes of contracting, formalization and 
registration of mining titles within the [polygon of the Resguardo’s ancestral territory] until a 
firm decision is made by the ANT [the National Lands Agency] on the extension of the 
territories belonging to the ethnic communities” (Order 5); and, following such a time that the 
delimitation process is complete, the Court ordered that all such processes must be subject to the 
free, prior and informed consultation and consent of the Cabildo, upholding the Cabildo’s own 
protocols in this regard (Order 93). In addition, none of these illegal mines trying now to go 
through state formalization processes against Court orders would be able to obtain environmental 
permits, as the Court prohibited these permits from being issued until such time that the 
delimitation process is complete and due process has been followed (Order 144).  
 
Importantly, not only do the mayor’s office’s actions counter the Constitutional Court orders, 
they also violate a series of resolutions (number 198, 199 and 200) issued by the municipality on 
June 1, 2018 that tried to give effect to Order 135 of Constitutional Court Decision T-530 by 

 
(Radicado 1700160000602160221001): "In this sense, it is necessary to indicate that the death of the referenced 
citizen, without any doubt, was forged in the municipality of Riosucio, Caldas, apparently on account of the mining 
activity he was involved with in the association ASOMICAR, as Overseer (fiscal), work that generated quarrels with 
some people dedicated to gold mining, among them, with Mr. Pedro Elías Romero Taborda, who threatened to kill 
the deceased days before that event and who, in addition, happens to be a great friend of YANNICK GABRIEL 
CRUZ GONZALEZ, so that everything points in his direction when looking for a head that forged the affair and it is 
to this subject that all eyes are focused, so much so that orders were issued to investigate in the appealed ruling, an 
order that clearly will remain in place. " (p. 88) 
3 NINTH: ORDER the Ministry of Interior that, during the undertaking of prior consultations with the ethnic 
communities settled in the vecinity of the municipalities of Riosucio and Supia, they assure respect for the protocols 
and traditional Indigenous procedures for decision-making within the communities, without prejudice of the need to 
obtain free, prior and ifnormed consent in those cases defined by constitutional jurisprudence. In addition, if after the 
titling the mines that are the subject of formalization result in being within the indigenous terrtiory, the Ministry must 
guarantee that the property owners undertake the respective prior consultations before the corresponding traditional 
authorities.  
4FOURTEENTH: ORDER CORPOCALDAS to abstain from issuing environmental licenses for mining exploitation 
in the area established in the fifth paragraph of this ruling, until such time that there is a firm determination by the 
ANT with regards to territorial delimitation. 
5 THIRTEENTH: ORDER the mayors of the municipalities of Riosucio and Supía that, based on the finromation in 
the census developed by the ANM and with the collaboration of the traditional authorities and the National Police, 
they procede to initiate policing towards closing those mines that are not going through the process of process of 
formalization or titling or that have not been authorized by the idnigenous authorities, observing process guarantees 
and the fundamental right of due process.   
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mandating: "The suspension of mining works, the definitive closure, eviction and seizure of 
minerals and elements used for the exploitation of mines without the respective mining title in 
the Cañamomo Lomaprieta indigenous reservation in the jurisdiction of the municipality of 
Riosucio Caldas."  
 
The mayor’s office’s actions and ommissions are actively and significantly further undermining 
Cabildo authority and autonomy; dividing further the mining community within the Resguardo; 
and fuelling polarization at a pre-election time that historically means rising violence as political 
camps fight for support. All this is detrimental to Indigenous autonomy that the Constitutional 
Court ordered should be protected above all else (Order 156); and is creating further risks and 
increased tensions and vulnerabilities of an already at-risk People that is the beneficiary of 
ongoing precautionary measures issued by the Inter-American Commission of Human Rights 
that have been in place since 2002, and declared at risk of ethnic, physical and cultural 
disappearance by the Constitutional Court of Colombia in Auto 004 of 2009. 
 
With this letter, we want to highlight the urgency of the situation the Resguardo is now facing on 
account of the lack of implementation of T-530 orders particularly around mine closures, and the 
inappropriate interventions by the current mayor’s office of Riosucio. We are closely monitoring 
the day-to-day situation, and want to echo the demands the Cabildo of the Resguardo Cañamomo 
make in their Alert of December 3, 2021, namely: 
 

1. That measures be taken immediately to close the illegal mines in the Resguardo by 
the Carabineros Police, in coordination with the Attorney General’s Office and 
with international accompaniment by the United Nations’ High Commissioner for 
Human Rights, Michel Bachelet; the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights 
Representative in Colombia, Juliette de Rivero; the UN Special Rapporteur on the 
Rights of Indigenous Peoples, Francisco Calí Tzay; the Inter-American Commission 
on Human Rights’ President, Julissa Mantilla; and the Indigenous Peoples Rights 
International’s Global Advocacy Coordinator, Alancay Morales Garro. 
 

2. That the Attorney General's Office provide the Resguardo’s Authorities with all 
information regarding the status of the investigations being carried out regarding the 
illegal miners in the sectors of Gavia and La Unión, and especially investigations 
concerning Mr. Pedro Romero. 
 

We also urge the Colombian State to uphold its international obligations regarding respect, 
protection, and fulfilment of the rights of Indigenous peoples and particularly the guarantee of 
the fundamental right to access to remedy, which must include timely compliance with judicial 
decisions. 
 
We look forward to your confirmation of receipt of this letter, and your response to the central 
demands outlined above, echoing those of the Traditional Authorities of the Resguardo de 
Origen Colonial Cañamomo Lomaprieta in their Alert of December 3, 2021.  

 
6 FIFTEENTH: WARN the organizations triggered that the orders set out here cannot be interpreted with prejudice 
to Indigenous autonomy and must be applied to meet always constitutional, legal and jurusprudential criteria that this 
ruling has referred to.   
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As long-term allies, we will continue monitoring the situation very closely. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 

 
__________________________ 
Nancy P. Appelbaum 
Professor of History and Latin American and Caribbean Studies 
Binghamton University, State University of New York  
 
 
 

 
__________________________ 
Jahel Quiroga Carrillo 
Director, Corporación para la defensa y promoción de los derechos humanos Reiniciar 
(Corporación Reiniciar), Bogotá 
 
 

 
__________________________ 
Cathal Doyle 
Coordinator, European NGO Network on Indigenous Peoples (ENIP) 
Senior Lecturer, Middlesex University London School of Law 
 

__________________________ 
Tom Griffiths 
Senior Policy Advisor, Forest Peoples Programme  

 
__________________________ 
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Johannes Rohr 
Institut für Ökologie und Aktions-Ethnologie (INFOE), Germany 
 

 
__________________________ 
Eva Saínz 
Coordinator, Almáciga  
 

 
__________________________ 
Colin Scott 
Director, Centre for Indigenous Conservation and Development Alternatives (CICADA) 
  
 

 
__________________________ 
Rachel Sieder 
Research Professor, Centre for Research and Higher Studies in Social Anthropology (CIESAS), 
Mexico City 
  

 
__________________________ 
Viviana Herrera Vargas 
Interim Latin America Program Coordinator, MiningWatch Canada 
 
 

 
__________________________ 
Viviane Weitzner 
Adjunct Professor, Department of Anthropology, McGill University 
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__________________________ 
Kathrin Wessendorf 
Executive Director, International Working Group on Indigenous Affairs (IWGIA) 
 
 

 
___________________________ 
Andy Whitmore 
Co-Chair, London Mining Network 
 
CC. 
 
ALCALDE DE RIOSUCIO 
MARLON ALEXANDER TAMAYO BUSTAMANTE 
alcaldia@riosucio-caldas.gov.co 
sec.gobierno@riosucio-caldas.gov.ca 
 
PROCURADURÍA GENERAL DE LA NACIÓN 
procurador@procuraduria.gov.co 
procesosjudiciales@procuraduria.gov.co, 
lpalacioa@procuraduría.gov.co 
admi.sigdea@procuraduria.gov.co 
 
JULIO LUIS BALANTA 
Defensor Delegado para los Grupos Étnicos 
jbalanta@defensoria.gov.co 
 
ORLANDO RAYO 
Consejero Mayor Organización Nacional Indígena de Colombia -ONIC. 
onic@onic.org.co 
 
NORMAN BAÑOL 
Consejero Mayor Consejo Regional Indígena de Caldas - CRIDEC. 
crideccaldas@gmail.com 
 
JULISSA MANTILLA 
Presidenta, Comisión Interamericana de Derechos Humanos   
jmantilla@oas.org 
Treneaum@oas.org 
MICHEL BACHELET 
Alta Comisionada de las Naciones Unidas para los Derechos Humanos. 
InfoDesk@ohchr.org 
 
FRANCISCO CALÍ TZAY 
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Relator Especial sobre los derechos de los pueblos indígenas.  
ohchr-indigenous@un.org 
 
JULIETTE DE RIVERO 
Representante en Colombia de la Alta Comisionada de las Naciones Unidas para los Derechos 
Humanos. 
dl_col_difusion@ohchr.org 
ohchr-co_quejas@un.org 
 
JUAN MIGUEL DURÁN PRIETO 
Presidente Agencia Nacional de Minería. 
eline.saldana@anm.gov. co 
sgdadmin@anm.gov.co 
 
ALANCAY MORALES GARRO 
Global Advocacy Coordinator 
contactenos@anm.gov.co 
alancay@iprights.org 
ipri@iprights.org 
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